Discover a brilliant solution for your spa – Brilliance for Spas bromine spa care system. Unlike other bromine-based systems, Brilliance is 100% chlorine-free. So there’s less odor and less irritation to your eyes and skin.

Brilliance is easy on your spa, too. Brilliance won’t upset the delicate balance of your spa’s water chemistry, delivering crystal clear water in just three simple routine maintenance steps.

Adapting your spa to chlorine-free Brilliance is easy. It takes just minutes. Inside this Brilliance Starter Kit are the Brilliance products you need to get your spa started. Just follow the step by step directions inside and you’ll be relaxing again in no time.

Clearly the brighter solution

Includes
- Brilliance for spas Sanitizer (8 oz.)
- Brilliance for spas Oxidizer (8 oz.)
- Brilliance for spas Start-Up (2 oz.)
- Brilliance for spas Granular Metal & Scale Control (2 oz.)
- Brilliance for spas Test Strips (10 strips)
- Brilliance for spas Floater
- Brilliance for spas Care Guide